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§ The costs and benefits of a widely available CBDC have 
become steadily become front of mind for central 
bankers worldwide.
› Decline in cash usage
› Payment system innovations such as bitcoin and crypto-assets
› Potential issuance of a private digital currency by a non-bank 

“bigtech” firm (e.g. Libra)

§ The goal of the authors is to develop and calibrate a 
DSGE of an economy where the CB issues a CBDC.
› What is the effect on the macroeconomy of a CBDC?
› Model is very flexible to capture multiple channels that this could 

work through

Motivation



§ The model is based off Benes and Kumhof (2012) and 
Jakab and Kumhof (2015).
› Five agents: 

› households, 
› Financial investors, 
› unions, 
› banks 
› consolidated government

› Five key rigidities and costs: 
› sticky wages, 
› sticky prices, 
› investment adjustment costs, 
› transaction costs, 
› bank monitoring costs

Overview of Model



§ Banks issue four types of deposits (same interest rate)
§ Banks provide four different types of loans

› Consumption loans
› Mortgages
› Working capital loans 
› Investment loans

§ No liquidity risk directly model in the system (transaction 
costs instead)
› So arbitrary minimum capital requirement with perfect monitoring
› Breaching it causes a fine on the bank

› Partial lump-sum back to the consumer (real resource cost)

§ Precautionary motives by bank cause wedge between lending 
and borrowing rates

Banks
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§ The authors show introducing a CBDC increases GDP by 
almost 3% by reducing frictions

§ There are many frictions in the model that a CBDC 
reduces
› Transaction frictions (modelled essentially as a set of taxes on 

consumption purchases)
› Bank regulation frictions (monitoring resource costs by bank 

regulator)
› Reduces debt held in private hands which in turn reduces 

distortionary taxation

§ Which is the main friction that matters? Why can’t the 
private sector do it?

Comment #1 : Frictions



§ Transactions costs (i.e. liquidity taxes)
› Direct effect: CBDC is assumed to have lower transaction costs then 

deposits (why?)
› Indirect effect: CBDC causes growth which increases deposits and 

reduces their transaction frictions

§ Distortionary taxation
› Government finances a fixed ratio of spending by distorting taxes and 

government debt
› CBDC reduces government financing needs; which reduce taxes

§ Lower interest rates
› Lower government interest rate is not fully passed on to depositors
› Banks use increased margin to pad profits and reduce expected 

monitoring costs

Comment #1 Frictions (cont.)



§ Flexible DSGE model allows for many different exercises 
and allows for many ways to examine the benefits of a 
CBDC

§ But this makes understanding what is driving the results 
every unclear at a fundamental level.

Comment #1 Frictions (cont.)



§ The central bank issues cash and CBDC in 
the model.

§ But in equilibrium it seems like nobody 
uses cash as opposed to inside money (i.e. 
different private bank account balances)

§ Not sure who even holds cash in the 
model. Someone must for the 
transversality constraint to hold

§ Does not seem realistic given that Bagnall 
et. Al. (2016) document that 40-80% of 
retail transactions are cash based

§ Important since a natural question is what 
happens to cash in this model

Comment #2
Central Bank liabilities



Ultimately the benefits of a CBDC are as a means of 
payment (transaction friction) and store of value 
(government bond replacement). 

§ How to tease these two values apart? A possible plan?
› Means of payment: Run economy with zero interest CBDC but 

no/low transaction cost (i.e. cash)
› Store of value: Run economy with non-zero interest CBDC but no 

transaction benefit (i.e. government saving bond)
› Comparing these and the baseline would give rough idea of what 

value matters most for GDP increase

A Suggestion



§ Unique (and good!) problem for first mover in a 
liturature:
› When first published virtual no papers on CBDC so no need to 

review literature
› Now multiple conferences in past couple years on digital money
› How do the authors place their work in the current landscape?

(minor) Comments #3



§ Path breaking paper
› 1st to model CBDC formally. (not counting Tobin 1987 discussion)
› 1st to provide quantitative results on the benefit of a CBDC

› Framed the debate for subsequent papers to discuss 
(Davoodalhosseini (2017) for example)

› Provided needed counter-weight to some CB public speeches

§ Provides many ways forward for research in area
› Lots of ways to critique model (i.e. lots of papers to write)
› Now a benchmark to compare against.

§ Highly enjoyed reading the paper, learned a lot, and 
encourage others to.

Overall assessment



Nice Paper. Read it.


